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Let F be a non-Archimedean local field. Let ? be a smooth irreducible complex
representation of GLm(F), and \ be a smooth irreducible complex representation of
GLn(F ). Denote by a, b, and c the exponents in the conductors of ?, \, and the pair
(?, \), respectively. If F has positive characteristic, the following upper bound is a
consequence of the Local Langlands correspondence with Galois representations:
cna+mb&inf(a, b).
We prove this bound directly, regardless of the characteristic of F, using results of
Jacquet, PiatetskiShapiro, and Shalika on the essential (‘‘new’’) vector for smooth
irreducible generic representations of GLn(F ).  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field with finite residue field
of cardinality q, and let  : F  C_ be a non-trivial continuous character.
Let M1 be an integer and ? a smooth irreducible representation of
GLM(F ). Godement and Jacquet [GJ, Part I] have defined an L-factor
L(?, s) and an =-factor =(?, , s) attached to ?, which are functions of a
complex parameter s. The =-factor is of the form
=(?, , s)==(?, , 0) q&s(Mn()+ f (?))
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where f (?) is some integer, which we call the exponent of ?, and n() is the
order of , i.e. the largest integer r such that  is trivial on P&rF , where PF
is the maximal ideal of the ring of integer OF of F.
Jacquet, PiatetskiShapiro, and Shalika proved [JPS2, The ore me 5.1]
that f (?) is always non-negative and is zero if and only if ? is unramified.
For each integer r0, let Kr be the subgroup of GLM(OF) made of matrices
with the last row congruent to (0, ..., 0, 1) mod PrF . Then if ? is generic, Kr
has only 0 as a fixed point in ? for r< f (?), and Kf (?) has a line of fixed
points [loc. cit.].
1.2. Let N1 be another integer and \ be a smooth irreducible
representation of GLN (F ). Then Jacquet, PiatetskiShapiro, and Shalika
[JPS1, Theorem 2.7] have defined L- and =-factors for the pair (?, \),
denoted here by L(?_\, s) and =(?_\, , s). As above, the =-factor is a
monomial in q&s
=(?_\, , s)==(?_\, , 0) q&s[MNn()+ f (?_\)]
where f (?_\) is an integer called here the exponent of the pair ?_\. In
view of the conjectural Langlands correspondence between smooth
irreducible representations of GLM(F ) and degree M representations of the
WeilDeligne group of F, it is natural to expect that f (?_\) is non-
negative and is zero if and only if both ? and \ are unramified.
More precisely, let _, { be complex representations of the WeilDeligne
group of F of dimension M and N respectively and let f (_), f ({), and
f (_{) be the exponents in the Artin conductors of _, {, and _{. Then
it is not hard to establish the following bound:
f (_{)Nf (_)+Mf ({)&inf( f (_), f ({)). (1)
This bound is, in fact, sharp.
Hence it is natural to expect the bound
f (?_\)Nf (?)+Mf (\)&inf( f (?), f (\)) (2)
for the admissible irreducible representations \ and ?.
Indeed, (2) follows from (1), once a Langlands correspondence has been
established which preserves =-factors for pairs. This holds when F has
positive characteristic [LRS, Theorem 15.7].
1.3. We shall establish the upper bound (2) directly, regardless of
the characteristic of F .
By the general properties of =-factors for pairs with respect to parabolic
induction, we show that we can assume N=M and that ? and \ are
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generic (Section 2). In this case the =-factor =(?_\, , s) is defined by a
functional equation for zeta integrals depending on a function W in the
Whittaker model of ? with respect to , a function W $ in the Whittaker
model of \ with respect to &1, and a SchwartzBruhat function 8 on F N.
This is recalled in Section 3. Now Jacquet, PiatetskiShapiro, and Shalika
[JPS2] have defined an essential vector for ? which is a function W? in the
Whittaker model of ? (with respect to ) generating the line of fixed vec-
tors under the compact open subgroup Kf (?) . The necessary properties of
W? are recalled in Section 4.
In Section 5 we finally take for W the essential vector W? , for W $ the
essential vector W\ (with respect to &1), and for 8 the characteristic
function of elements in F N congruent to (0, ..., 0, 1) mod P fF where
f =sup( f (?), f (\)). We compute enough of the corresponding zeta integral
and of the other side of the functional equation to get the desired upper
bound (2).
Note. We can now prove the lower bound f (?_\)0, but surprisingly
this requires completely different arguments. These will be reserved for
another paper.
1.4. The question of bounds for conductors of pairs is as pre-
viously mentioned a natural one in the Langlands ‘‘philosophy.’’ It was
raised to the second author in October 1994 by Z. Rudnick and P. Sarnak
at Princeton University. The upper bound f (?_\)Nf (?)+Mf (\) also
appeared as an unproved result in the first version of [HR]. A proof of a
weaker result is included in the published version of [HR]. The proof
presented here dates from January 1995 and was reported to the reductive
group seminar in Paris in October 1995. The second author thanks the
I.A.S. at Princeton and the organisers of the seminar at the Universite
Paris VII.
2. CONDUCTOR FOR PAIRS: STATEMENT AND
FIRST REDUCTIONS
2.1. We want to prove the following result, regardless of the
characteristic of F.
Theorem 1. Let N and N$ be positive integers and let ?, ?$ be smooth
irreducible representations of GLN(F ) and GLN$(F ) respectively. Let f be the
exponent of ? and f $ be the exponent of ?$; then we have
f (?_?$)N$f +Nf $&inf( f, f $).
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Note that this upper bound trivially holds when N=N$=1 since then
f (?_?$) is the exponent of the one-dimensional representation ??$ of
GL1(F )=F_.
In Lemma 1 we first reduce Theorem 1 to the case where ? and ?$ are
generic, and even quasi-square integrable. It will follow from Lemma 2 that
we can assume ? and ?$ generic, and N=N$. For Lemma 1 we need more
notation.
2.2. It is possible to construct all smooth irreducible representa-
tions of GLN(F ) from smooth irreducible quasi-square integrable represen-
tations of smaller linear groups using the Langlands classification. We shall
express this here as in [JPS1, 9.5].
For each positive integer N, let AF (N) be the set of equivalence classes
of irreducible admissible representations of GLN(F ). Let AF be the disjoint
union of the AF(N ), for N1, SGF the subset of quasi-square integrable
representations, and AoF the subset of supercuspidal representations. Let 4
be the free commutative monoid generated by SGF . Then the Langlands
classification yields a bijection from 4&[0] to AF . Transporting the addi-
tion law from 4 to AF , we get an addition law g+ on AF .
Theorem (9.5) of [JPS1] says that for ?, ?$, \ in AF we have
L((? g+ ?$)_\, s)=L(?_\, s) L(?$_\, s). (L)
It also follows from Theorem 3.1, Proposition 8.4, and Proposition 9.4 in
[JPS1] that
=((? g+ ?$)_\, , s)==(?_\, , s) =(?$_\, , s). (=)
In particular, we get
f ((? g+ ?$)_\)= f (?_\)+ f (?$_\). ( f )
Remarks 1. The L- and =-factors for pairs are symmetric [JPS1, 2.12]:
L(?_\, s)=L(\_?, s) =(?_\, , s)==(\_?, , s).
In particular, we also have f (?_\)= f (\_?).
2. For t # C we let ?:t denote the representation g [ ?(g) |det(g)| t.
We then have
L(?:t_\, s)=L(?_\:t, s)=L(?_\, s+t)
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and similarly
=(?:t_\, , s)==(?_\:t, , s)==(?_\, s+t)
f (?:t_\)= f (?_\:t)= f (?_\).
3. If 1 denotes the trivial representation of GL1 then L(1_?, s)=
L(?, s), =(1_?, , s)==(?, , s), and f (1_?)= f (?).
2.3.
Lemma 1. Assume Theorem 1 is valid for ?, ?$ in SGF . Then it is true in
general.
Indeed, let ?, ?$, \ be in AF(N ), AF(N$), AF(M ) respectively. Assume we
have
f (?_\)Mf (?)+Nf (\)&inf( f (?), f (\))
and
f (?$_\)Mf (?$)+N$f (\)&inf( f (?$), f (\)).
By (2.2) we get f ((? g+ ?$)_\)Mf (? g+ ?$)+(N+N$) f (\)&inf( f (?),
f (\))&inf( f (?$), f (\)). By (2.2), ( f ), and Remark 3, we have f (? g+ ?$)
f (?)+ f (?$), hence obviously
inf( f (? g+ ?$), f (\))inf( f (?), f (\))+inf( f (?$), f (\)).
We get then
f ((? g+ ?$)_\)Mf (? g+ ?$)+(N+N$) f (\)&inf( f (? g+ ?$), f (\)).
The result now follows by writing elements ? and ?$ in AF as sums
?=?1 g+ } } } g+ ?n , ?$=?$1 g+ } } } g+ ?$n$ with ?i , ?j$ # SGF .
2.4. Using [JPS1, 8.2], it would be easy to reduce the proof of
Theorem 2 to the case where ? and ?$ are supercuspidal. However, it will
not be necessary. We only use a reduction to generic ? and ?$. Let us recall
what it means for ? # AF(N ) to be generic. Let UN be the upper triangular
unipotent subgroup of GLN(F ). Define a character %N=%, N of UN by
%N(u)=(N&1i=1 ui, i+1) if u=(ui, j). Then ? # AF(N ) is generic if there
exists a non-zero linear form * on the space V of ? such that *(?(u) v)=
%N(u) v for v # V, u # UN . Such a linear form is unique up to scalar [BZ,
Theorem 4.11].
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For v # V we let *v be the function g [ *(?(g) v) on G. The space of func-
tions *v for v # V is denoted by W(?, ) and called the Whittaker model
of ? or the space of Whittaker functions for ? (with respect to ). The
group GLN(F ) acts on W(?, ) by right translations and the representa-
tion so obtained is equivalent to ?. Recall also that being generic does not
in fact depend upon the choice of the additive character . Hence if ? is
generic it has a Whittaker model W(?, $) for any non-trivial additive
character $ of F.
Lemma 2. Assume that for all integers N2, the upper bound of
Theorem 1 holds for all generic ?, ?$ in AF(N ). Then Theorem 1 is valid.
It suffices to show that it holds for ?, ?$ in SGF (Lemma 1). Let
? # SGF & AF(N ), ?$ # SGF & AF(N$). If N=N$2 the upper bound holds
by assumption since elements of SGF are generic [Ze, Theorem 9.7].
Hence we may assume N<N$ (2.2, Remark 1). Let /1 , ..., /N$&N be
unramified characters of F _ and let ?"=? g+ /1 g+ } } } g+ /N$&N .
For a general choice of /1 , ..., /N$&N, ?" is generic (loc. cit.) and by
assumption we have
f (?"_?$)N$( f (?")+ f (?$))&inf( f (?"), f (?$)).
However, we also have
f (?")= f (?)+ :
N$&N
i=1
f (/i)_= f (?)
f (?"&?$)= f (?_?$)+ :
N$&N
i=1
f (/i_?$) by (2.2)( f ),
= f (?_?$)+(N$&N ) f (?$)
(since f (/i_?$)= f (?$) by 2.2, Remarks 2 and 3).
This implies
f (?_?$)N$f (?)+Nf (?$)&inf( f (?), f (?$)). Q.E.D.
3. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION FOR PAIRS
3.1. Let us now describe the zeta function and the functional equa-
tion for a pair ?_?$ where ?, ?$ are generic elements in AF(N ). Put
G=GN=GLN(F ), U=UN .
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Let W # W(?, ), W$ # W(?,  ), and 8 # S(F N) be a SchwartzBruhat
function on F N. For any s # C the function on G,
g [ W(g) W$(g) 8((0, ..., 0, 1) g) |det g| s,
is left-invariant under U. Fixing an invariant measure dg on U"G (which
is possible since G and U are unimodular) we consider the integral
|
U"G
W(g) W$(g) 8((0, ..., 0, 1) g) |det g| s dg.
By Theorem 2.7 of [JPS1] this integral converges for R(s)>>0 and defines
a rational function of q&s which is written (W, W$, 8, s). For our pur-
poses it is better to take a more formal viewpoint by introducing an
indeterminate T and considering the formal quantity
(W, W$, 8)= :
r # Z
r(W, W$, 8) T r
where
r(W, W$, 8)=|
Xr
W(g) W$(g) 8((0, ..., 0, 1) g) dg
and Xr is the subset of U"G of classes of elements g # G with |det g|=q&r.
Then the results of (loc. cit.) can be restated by saying that
r(W, W$, 8)=0 for r<<0, and that (W, W$, 8) is a Laurent power
series in C((T )) which is actually the development of a rational function in
C(T ).
Now Theorem 2.7 of [JPS1] says that when W varies through W(\, ),
W $ through W(?$,  ), and 8 through S(F N), the rational functions
(W, W $, 8) generate a fractional ideal of C[T, T &1] with a unique gener-
ator of the form P &1?_?$ with P?_?$ # C[T], P?_?$(0)=1. We shall put
Z(W, W$, 8)=P?_?$(W, W $, 8) # C[T]. The L-function of the pair
?_?$ is then defined by
L(?_?$, s)=P?_?$ (q&s)&1.
3.2. Let us now turn to the functional equation.
Let w=wN be the antidiagonal matrix
0 1
w=\ . . . + .1 0
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For W # W(?, ) put W (g)=W(wtg&1) for g # G. Then W # W(? 6 ,  )
and W [ W is a vector space isomorphism of W(?, ) with W(?6,  ).
Similarly for W $ # W(?$,  ) define W $(g)=W(wtg&1) for g # G; then
W $ # W(?$ 6 , ). On F N we have the non-trivial additive character
N (x1 , ..., xn) [ (x1+ } } } xn).
Let dx be the Haar-measure on F N self-dual with respect to N . For
8 # S(F N) we define its Fourier transform 8 (with respect to ) by the
usual formula
8 (x)=|
FN
8(y) N (xy) dy
where the product xy is taken componentwise.
Then 8 [ 8 is an automorphism of S(F N) and
8 (x)=8(&x) for 8 # S(F N), x # F N.
The functional equation [loc. cit.] says that there exists a unique (non-
zero) monomial in T, =?_?$, (T ), such that
Z(W , W $, 8 )(1qT )==?_?$, (T ) Z(W, W $, 8)(T ). (V)
The exponent of T in =?_?$, (T ) is N 2n()+ f (?_?$) where by definition
f (?_?$) is the exponent of the pair ?_?$ (it is easily verified that it does
not depend on the choice of ). We have =(?_?$, , s)==?_?$, (q&s).
4. THE ESSENTIAL VECTOR FOR GENERIC REPRESENTATIONS
4.1. We now have to recall in some detail the results of [JPS2].
Let r be a positive integer. Put Gr=GLr(F ), Kr=GLr(OF), and let Ur be
the upper unipotent subgroup of Gr . Take Haar measures on Gr and Ur
such that vol(Kr)=1, vol(Kr & Ur)=1, and take on Ur"Gr the quotient
measure. On Ur define the character %r(u)=(r&1i=1 ui, i+1).
Assume n()=0. This is no loss of generality for our purposes. Let Sr
be the algebra of complex polynomials in X1 , X &11 , ..., Xr , X
&1
r which are
invariant under permutation of the variables X1 , ..., Xr .
Fix a uniformising parameter  for F and define a function
g [ W(g; X1 , ..., Xr ; ) of Gr into Sr by the following requirements.
(i) W(ugk; X1 , ..., Xr ; )=(u) W(g; X1 , ..., Xr ; ) for g # Gr , u # Ur ,
k # Kr
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(ii) W(diag( f1, ...,  fr); X1 , ..., Xr ; )=wf1 , ..., fr (X1 , ..., Xr), where
wf1 } } } fr=0 unless f1 } } }  fr in which case
X f1+r&11 } } } X
f1+r&1
r
det } b }X fr1 } } } X frrwf1 } } } fr(X1 , ..., Xr)=
‘
i< j
(Xi&Xj)
(cf. [Sh]).
4.2. Let N be an integer 2 and ? # AF (N ) be generic. For
W # W(?; ) put (T, W, X1 , ..., XN&1)=UN&1"GN&1 W(
g
0
0
1) W(g, X1 , ...,
XN&1,  )(T - q)vF (det g) dg where vF is the normalised valuation of F.
Theorem 2. There exists a unique W # W(?, ) such that
(i) W( h0
0
1))=W(g) for h # KN&1
(ii) (T, W, X1 , ..., XN&1)=>N&1i=1 P
&1
? (TXi)
where the right-hand side in (ii) is computed as the power series in T with
coefficients in SN&1 obtained by developing P&1? (TX1) increasing powers
of T.
This vector W is called the essential vector for ? (with respect to ).
This is simply the first main theorem in [JPS2].
4.3. For our purposes it is necessary to know the following non-
vanishing result, which has to be known to the authors of [JPS2], but
does not appear in their paper.
Proposition 1. Let ? # AF (N ) be generic and let W # W(?, ) be its
essential vector. Then W(1){0.
Proof. From Theorem 2(ii) it follows that the coefficient of T 0 in
(T, W, X1 , ..., XN&1) is simply 1. But it is also by definition the integral of
W \g0
0
1+ W(g, X1 , ..., XN&1 ,  )
over the set of g # UN&1"GN&1 such that vF (det g)=0. Writing such
g as u diag( f1, ...,  fN&1) k with u # UN&1 , k # KN&1 , f1 , ..., fN&1 # Z
we have no contribution to the integral unless f1 } } }  fN&1 and
f1+ } } } + fN&1=0. Assume this is the case. By Lemma 5.2 of [JPS2],
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if g # GN&1 is such that W( g0
0
1){0 then the last row of g has integer coef-
ficients. Hence we get, with g as above, W( g0
0
1){0 only if (writing
k=(kij))  fN&1kN&1, i belongs to OF for i=1, ..., N&1, which implies
fN&10. In turn this implies f1= } } } = fN&1=0. Hence the integral to
be computed is simply the integral over UN&1"UN&1KN&1. But W is
invariant under right translations by KN&1 and for g # KN&1 we have
W(g, X1 , ..., XN&1,  )=1. In particular, we see that
|
UN&1"UN&1KN&1
W(1) dg=1.
This certainly implies W(1){0 (and even W(1)=1 with our choice of
Haar measures).
4.4. Finally, we quote the second main result of [JPS2,
Theorem 5.1]. For each integer r0 let KN(r) be the subgroup of KN made
of elements whose last row is congruent to (0, ..., 0, 1) mod PrF .
Theorem 3. Let ? # AF (N) be generic. Let f = f (?) be its exponent.
Then f 0 and KN(r) has no non-zero fixed vector in ? if r< f. If r= f then
the space of fixed vectors of KN( f ) in ? is a line generated by the essential
vector.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
5.1. Let us now prove theorem 1 in general. Let N be an integer
2, and ?, ?$ be generic elements in AF (N ). We consider the functional
equation for (W, W$, 8) for suitable W, W $, 8. In fact, we normalise 
and the Haar measures as in Section 4.1 and take for W the essential vector
in W(?, ), for W $ the essential vector in W(?$, ).
We also need to choose 8 # S(F N ) carefully.
Let f be the exponent of ?, f $ the exponent of ?$. We shall assume f  f $
(without loss of generality, cf. 2.2, Remark 1). It is convenient to deal only
with the case f $1. This is no problem since if f $=0 then f =0, ? and ?$
are unramified, and f (?_?$)=0 by the results recalled in Section 2.
So we assume f $1 and take for 8 the characteristic function of
P f $F _ } } } P
f $
F _(1+P
f $
F ). It is then readily computed that 8 has support in
P&f $F _ } } } _P
& f $
F and, for y=(y1 , ..., yN) in this support, 8 (y)=(yN).
5.2. Let us now examine (W, W $, 8).
Let g # GN be such that W(g) W $(g) 8((0, ..., 0, 1) g){0.
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Write g=uak with u # UN , k # KN a=diag( f1, ...,  fN). Writing k=(kij)
we have
(0, ..., 0, 1) g= fN(kN, 1 , ..., kN, N).
Because 8((0, ..., 0, 1) g){0, we obtain
fN+vF (kN, i) f $ for i=1, ..., N&1,
fN+vF (kN, N)=0.
This implies fN=0 and we get k # KN( f $). On the other hand, W $ is right-
invariant under KN ( f $) so W $(a){0. But UN & KN is contained in KN( f $).
So for k$ # UN & KN , ak$=(ak$a&1) a and W $(a)=%N(aka&1) W $(a). Since
W $(a){0, this shows %N (ak$a&1)=1. This is true for all k$ # UN & KN and
this implies f1 f2 } } }  fN .
We finally get vF (det g)= f1+ } } } + fN>0 unless f1= } } } = fN=0 in
which case we have ak # KN ( f $). Since W and W $ are constant
(Theorem 2) and non-zero (Prop. 1) on KN ( f $) we see that (W, W $, 8) is
a power series in T with non-zero constant term. The same is then true of
Z(W, W $, 8).
5.3. Let us now examine the other side of the functional
Equation (3.2)(*). Let g # GN be such that W (g) W $(g) 8 ((0, ..., 0, 1) g)
{0. Again write g=uak as above.
Since 8 has support in P&f $F _ } } } _P
& f $
F we obtain
fN+v(kN, i)& f $ for i=1, ..., N,
which is equivalent to fN& f $.
On the other hand, W is right-invariant under tKN( f ) (Theorem 3).
Let v # UN be such that k&1vk # tKN ( f ), then W (uak)=W (uavk)=
W (uava&1ak)=% N (ava&1) W (uak) and since W (uak) is non-zero we get
%N (ava&1)=1. Let us express the constraints this implies on a.
The condition v # UN , k&1vk # tKN ( f ) means that v # UN & KN and
vk(eN)#k(eN) mod P fF (where e1 , .., eN is the canonical basis of F N) Write
k(eN)=Nj=1 :j ej ; we have vF (:i)0 and one of the vF (:i)$ s is 0. We have
(v&1) k(eN)= :
N
j=1
:j :
i< j
vij ei with v=(vij)
= :
N
i=1
ei \ :j>i vij :j+ .
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Hence the condition on v is that, for j>i, vF (vij)0, and for
i=1, ..., N&1, vF (j>i vij :j) f.
Put ;N= f and, for i=N&1, ..., 1, ;i=inf(;i+1 , vF (:i+1)); we
immediately get ;i=inf( f, infji+1 vF (:j)). Note that ;i0.
5.4.
Lemma 3. Let #1 , ..., #N&1 in F.
Then there exists v=(vij) in UN such that k&1vk # tKN( f ) and vi, i+1=#i
for i=1, ..., N&1 if and only if #1 , ..., #N&1 satisfy
vF (#i);i+1&;i for i=1, ..., N&1.
Granted this lemma we get, using that %N(ava&1)=1,
fi& fi+1;i&;i+1 for i=1, ..., N&1,
hence
fi& fN;i&;N=;i& f.
Taking into account
fN& f $,
we obtain
f1+ } } } + fN=NfN+ :
N&1
i=1
( fi& fN)
&Nf $&(N&1) f + :
N&1
i=1
;i
&N( f + f $)+ f.
Write now (W , W $, 8 )=r # Z  r T
r. We have just proved  r=0 for
r<&N( f + f $)+ f. Writing Z(W , W $, 8 )=r # Z Z r T
r we get
Z r=0 for r<&N( f + f $)+ f.
Write =?_?$, (T )==T . with .= f (?_?$) (recall we have normalised n()
to be zero). The functional equation reads
:
r # Z
Z r q&rT &r==T . :
r # Z
Zr T r
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(with Z(W, W $, 8)=r # Z Z
rT r), i.e.
:
r # Z
Z &r qrT r== :
r # Z
Zr&. T r.
But we know Zr=0 for r<0 and Z0{0. This implies Z &.{0, hence
&.&N( f + f $)+ f
.N( f + f $)+ f,
and proves Theorem 1,
f (?_?$)Nf (?)+ f (?$)&inf( f (?), f (?$)).
5.5. It remains to prove Lemma 5 (actually we only need the if
part, but proving the entire lemma is no harder).
Let v=(vij) # UN be such
vF(vij)0
vF \ :j>i vij :j+ f for i=1, ..., N&1.
Then for i=1, ..., N&1 we get
vF (vi, i+1 :i+1)inf( f, inf
j>i+1
vF (vij :j))
inf( f, inf
j>i+1
vF (:j))=;i+1 ,
hence
vF (vi, i+1);i+1&vF (:i+1)
and since vF (vi, i+1)0 we obtain vF (vi, i+1);i+1&;i .
Conversely, assume that #1 , ..., #N&1 are given with vF (#i);i+1&;i for
i=1, ..., N&1. Then vF (#i)0 since the sequence ;1 , ..., ;N is obviously
increasing. Put vi, i+1=#i for i=1, ..., N&1. Fix i, 1iN&1. Let us
show that we can find vi, j # F for i+1< jN such that
vF \ :j>i vij :j+ f, vF (vij)0. (V)
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Indeed, the OF -submodule generated by the :j for j>i+1 is P$F with
$=infj>i+1 (vF (:j)) (possibly $=+ and P$F=0). There exists vi, j for
j>i+1 such that (V) is verified if and only if
vF (vi, i+1 :i+1)inf( f, $ )=;i+1
vF(vi, i+1)0,
which translates immediately to vF (vi, i+1);i+1&;i . Q.E.D.
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